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This is theÂ 30th Anniversary Edition of Susan Branch&apos;s classic first cookbook ~ published in

1986, and written at the kitchen table of her little house on Martha&apos;s Vineyard. Â Susan has

given us thisÂ revised and expanded version ofÂ Heart of the Home, Notes from a Vineyard

Kitchen, with lots of new illustrations, new recipes, end papers, and cover ~ plus, a red ribbon

bookmark, and 16 brand new pages. Â Homemade, hand-written, artist-crafted and watercolored,

this delightful book celebrates the art of the home with delicious recipes such as Tangerine Confetti

Cake, Stuffed Pork Chop Casserole with Apples and Sweet Potatoes, Banana Fritters, Onion

Pudding, Asian Quinoa Salad, and Garlic Bread that we are assured is "to die for," plus stories from

home, such as The Importance of Traditions and How to Make a Kitchen Garden. There is also a

special section for Breakfast, including Breakfast in Bed, and recipes for Blueberry Corncakes and

Cranberry Marmalade. Learn more at susanbranch.com
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I Love anything by Susan Branch!!! She can do no wrong, if you ask me. I have never been

disappointed and always feel uplifted and inspired by her work. I ordered this from her website and

got the early release and SIGNED COPY(which you can do too:)) Of course, I have had the original

forever, but was excited to see how she updated the look and added new recipes and water colors.

The new addition recipe that I have tried so far is the Cranberry Tea Cake with Vanilla Sauce. It's to

die for!!! Perfect with the holidays coming up and company in town. This cake is visually stunning

too with the cranberries looking bright red and translucent. As always, her recipes are easy to follow

and not too complicated and you get WONDERFUL results. They are good for everyday and special



occasions alike. Just crowd pleasers... each and every one. I always make something of Susan's

when having a party and without fail, I get requests for the recipe. The book has the same

wonderfully cozy feel and is done in Susan's handwriting and filled with her gorgeous art on each

and every page. Plus, inspiring famous quotes that make you laugh and think;) This would make a

wonderful gift for any SB lover or a nice introduction to the new generation. You will not be

disappointed. Buy this book!!!

I am seriously obsessed with Susan Branch. Her work is absolutely stunning and I never tire of

going through this book! This is like having one of those wonderful, old church cookbooks-but taken

up a few notches. There are old classic recipes, and brand new fresh ones. This has such a variety,

it could be the only cookbook you own-and I swear you wouldn't get bored with using it!I want every

book Susan Branch puts out! Heart of Home will not be my only book from her! Her work is top

notch and would make an excellent gift for a new bride or a housewarming. These are heirloom

quality treasures. If you're considering this at all-just do it.*I received this book in exchange for my

honest review*

A lovely cook book filled with comments, thoughts, insights, & humor. As much fun to read as one of

Susan Branch's books!

I can't wait to read this and make some new recipes!
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